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Figure 1: Comparing the abstraction quality of two stipple illustrations (left ∼15k and right ∼4k points) to an input image

taken from our user study. We use this relative information to derive values for the absolute perceived abstraction quality of

stippled representations.

ABSTRACT

We investigate how the perceived abstraction quality of stipple

illustrations is related to the number of points used to create them.

Since it is difficult to find objective functions that quantify the

visual quality of such illustrations, we gather comparative data

by a crowdsourcing user study and employ a paired comparison

model to deduce absolute quality values. Based on this study we

show that it is possible to predict the perceived quality of stippled

representations based on the properties of an input image. Our

results are related to Weber–Fechner’s law from psychophysics

and indicate a logarithmic relation between numbers of points and

perceived abstraction quality. We give guidance for the number of

stipple points that is typically enough to represent an input image

well.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The process of creating the appearance of shading by carefully plac-

ing dots is called stippling. It is a powerful illustration technique

frequently found in areas like archeology and biology [Hodges

2003]. The method can be seen as a form of visual abstraction that

removes superfluous details for a more efficient visual communica-

tion.

A vast amount of research has been dedicated to the automatic

creation of such illustrations, reducing the time required by an artist

from days to hours or even minutes [Deussen et al. 2000]. Some

real-time techniques exist as well [Pastor et al. 2003]. Many of these

methods aim to optimize the blue noise properties of point sets,

which is commonly argued to be a quality metric for stippling and

pointillism. Example-based approaches, e.g. Isenberg et al. [2006],

try to combine human input in form of created tonal maps with

fast computer-generated point placements.
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So far, computer-generated stipple illustrations have only been

evaluated with regards to how good they resemble artworks cre-

ated by hand [Isenberg et al. 2006; Maciejewski et al. 2007, 2008].

In contrast to such studies, this paper focuses on the perceptual

evaluation of stipple illustrations with regards to their abstraction

quality. We investigate how the number of points is related to the

perceived quality of an illustration. An answer to this question is

crucial, since most stippling algorithms require the user to manu-

ally select the number of stipple dots, which is usually a trade-off

between quality, computation time and the problem that with too

many small stipples the illustration looses its specific look. Our

goal is to help users making an educated choice about this number

based on our findings.

Since there is no objective function to judge human perception

of such drawings, we conducted a user study based on a paired com-

parison model. For this, a number of input images was normalized

using a tonal percentage measure. Users were then presented the

input image along with two stipple drawings created from different

numbers of points, with the task to judge which one is the better

abstract representation. From many such comparisons it is possible

to infer an absolute scale using Thurstone’s Model [Woods et al.

2010].

The main contributions in this paper are the following:

• We introduce a tonal percentage measure for comparing

stipple drawings from different inputs.

• We perform a study that assesses the subjective perceived

quality of abstractions.

• We show that the tonal percentage is related to the per-

ceived quality of abstractions by a log-like behavior.

• We present a model to predict the perceived abstraction

quality based on the input image.

• We give guidance for deciding the number of points to be

used in computer-generated stipple illustrations.

After reviewing related work, we describe the method used to create

our stipple drawings and introduce a normalization method. We

outline the theory that describes how we reconstruct absolute scale

values from paired comparison data. We then discuss our user study,

from design and quality control to analysis aspects. Lastly, we draw

conclusions from the study and motivate possible future works.

2 RELATEDWORK

Stippling Techniques. Many stippling algorithms are based upon

Lloyd’s relaxation method [Lloyd 1982]: Deussen et al. [2000] ana-

lyze the artistic process behind the creation of stipple drawings and

propose an interactive editor based on Lloyd’s method to create

such drawings much faster. Secord [2002] extends this idea by using

weighted centroidal Voronoi diagrams that automatically adapt to

the underlying density function of the input image. In order to let

stipple patterns follow image features, Kim et al. [2008] constrain

Lloyd’s algorithm via parallel offset lines. A more general energy

term is introduced into Lloyd’s relaxation by Deussen [2009]. For

a certain amount of energy, aesthetically pleasing point configu-

rations appear. Balzer et al. [2009] optimize blue-noise properties

of existing point sets, a characteristic that is commonly believed

to describe the quality of stippling illustrations. They propose a

method similar to Lloyd’s method which utilizes the concept of

capacity to avoid unwanted hexagonal substructures formed by

Lloyd’s relaxation.

Example-based methods use hand-drawn stipple drawings and

their dots to create a more faithful reproduction: Based on the anal-

ysis of neighborhood relationships in an interactive system, Barla

et al. [2006] synthesize different styles of stippling and hatching.

Kim et al. [2009] propose a technique to analyze, capture, and repro-

duce the unique artistic stippling style of an artist based on texture

synthesis. Stippling is treated as a greyscale process by Martín et

al. [2010; 2011], they create illustrations depending on the spatial

output size and resolution from examples

Stipple drawings were also created using completely different ap-

proaches: Mould [2007] transforms an input image into a weighted

graph with image gradients as weights. This graph is traversed with

Dijkstra’s algorithm and stipples are placed whenever the sum over

traversed edges exceeds a given threshold. Li and Mould [2011]

focus on retaining image structure by providing a priority-based

error diffusion method that gives high priority to extremal values.

The technique of Kopf et al. [2006] generates non-periodic point

sets that can be used for tiling, allowing viewers to interactively

resize the stipple image. De Goes et al. [2012] formulate the calcu-

lation of a Capacity-Constrained Voronoi Tesselation (CCVT) as an

optimal transport problem, creating point sets with high-quality

blue noise and spectral properties.

Results similar to those of stippling can also be produced by

halftoning methods. Pang et al. [2008] present an optimization-

based technique that preserves structure and tonal similarities by

employing a customized objective function. Li and Mould [2010]

enhance structures and contrast by an extension to the Floyd-

Steinberg error diffusion algorithm [1976] using an adaptive, contrast-

aware mask. For a more thorough survey of stippling we refer to

the book of Deussen and Isenberg [2013].

Evaluations. Overviews of different evaluation studies in the

field of Non-Photorealistic Rendering are presented by Gatzidis

et al. [2008] and Isenberg [2013]. Rivotti et al. [2007] discuss how

composition principles like unity, balance, center of interest, and

emphasis can be used to support the transfer of information in non-

photorealistic rendering and increase its visual quality. Although

they present two case studies to show the influence of these prin-

ciples, they do not include any quantitative evaluation. The effect

of NPR on 3D shape perception is evaluated by Cole et al. [2009].

Isenberg et al. [2006] present an observational study to examine the

assessment of hand-drawn pen-and-ink illustrations of objects com-

pared to computer-generated non-photorealistic renditions. They

conclude that not all NPR algorithms are equally successful in cre-

ating good scientific illustrations. Maciejewski et al. [2007; 2008]

explore these differences using image-processing techniques. They

show that the stipple distribution statistics that affect the aesthetics

vary among hand-drawn, computer-generated, and natural stipple

textures with human created stippling coming closer to those of

natural textures. With the goal of more faithfully replicating the

traditional stippling process within the digital domain, Martín et

al. [2015] focus on the properties of stipple dots, as well as the

dimensions of pens and paper types used in artistic practice. Based

on a user study, they establish a set of characteristics and conditions

for faithfully reproducing traditional stipplings.



Figure 2: Stippling results created from the same input with increasing tonal percentages (5, 15, 25%), resulting in 1.8k, 5.5k,

and 9.2k points (from left to right).

Evaluations on correlation perception in information visualiza-

tion have been shown to follow Weber’s law [Harrison et al. 2014].

Later, it has been argued that a different model is more accurate

and general [Kay and Heer 2016].

Many of the discussed works on evaluations focus on the repro-

duction quality of computer-generated illustrations compared to

those created by hand. To the best of our knowledge no work has

explored the perceived abstraction quality of these representations

depending on the number of dots yet.

3 METHOD

In this section we describe the process behind the creation of the

stipple drawings in our study. After presenting the algorithm in a

compact form, we introduce our normalization method that relates

the number of stipple points to the average tonal value and size of

the target image. This makes it possible to compare stipple drawings

from different inputs.

3.1 Stippling Algorithm

We use the method proposed by Secord [2002] to generate our

stipple drawings. The algorithm makes use of a weighted variant

of Lloyd’s relaxation method [Lloyd 1982], that maximizes the

point-to-point distances, while still maintaining a certain level of

point density to represent tonal values of input images. Different

variants of this algorithms are widely used, and most importantly,

the number of points can be directly controlled. Other stippling

algorithms [Kim et al. 2008, 2010; Li and Mould 2011; Martín et al.

2010, 2011] only offer an indirect control over this parameter.

Following Secord, we create an initial distribution of n points

P = {P0, ..., Pn } by rejection sampling. Then, the weighted Voronoi

diagram V = {V0, ...,Vn } with Voronoi cells Vi for the initial point
set P is computed. A cell Vi contains all positions Xi = {x ∈ Vi }
that are closer to Pi than to any other point in P (in our case with

respect to the L2-norm). After the Voronoi diagram is calculated, all

points Pi are moved to the weighted centroidsmi of their respective

cells:

mi =

∫
Xi

xρ(x)dXi∫
Xi

ρ(x)dXi
,

where ρ(x) is a given density function, in our case the tonal value of
the input image, which we define as the inverted brightness value.

This step is repeated for some iterations until the algorithm reaches

a state called Centroidal Voronoi Distribution where all points Pi
are placed in the weighted centroidsmi of their respective Voronoi

cells. The iteration is usually stopped when the average movement

of points falls under a user-defined threshold.

3.2 Normalizing Stippling Results

When comparing stipple representations of different inputs we can-

not simply compare the number of stipple dots. To achieve a similar

degree of abstraction, larger or darker images would require more

points than smaller or brighter images. One form of normalization

would be to normalize all input images with regard to their size

and brightness. We suggest a different form of normalization that

does not require any changes to the inputs. Instead of comparing

the number of stipples, we use the fraction of the tonal sum from

the input image as a basis for our comparisons and to deduce the

needed number of points. We call this the tonal percentage τ . This
measure is invariant to scale and content.

For example, assume we have an image with 1000 × 1000 pixels

and average tonal value of 0.2. Summing up each tonal value results

in a tonal sum of 200k. If we choose the number of stipple dots as a

tonal percentage of 10% we would end up with 20k points. If all dots

would have the size of a pixel, choosing 100% would result in the

same number of dots as produced by an error-diffusion algorithm

such as Floyd–Steinberg [Floyd and Steinberg 1976]. To faithfully

represent the overall tonal value of the input, the stipple size has

to be adjusted according to this number of points. The resulting

stipple size is then used for all stipples of the current drawing to

restrict the number of variables in the user study. Therefore we can

divide the overall tonal sum by the number of points and deduce

the radius of the stipples from the resulting area.

Stippling images created with increasing tonal percentages are

depicted in Figure 2 with 5, 15, and 25% from left to right. In Figure 3

we show three results created for the same percentage from different

inputs, resulting in different numbers of points depending on image

size and content. Since the church on the right contains darker areas



Figure 3: Stippling results created with the same tonal percentage (30%), resulting in 4k, 9k, and 11.2k points (from left to

right). The difference in numbers is due to the different size and content of the input images.

Figure 4: Input images used throughout this paper. Top

images from archeology: Acinipo and Church (copyright

DomingoMartín Perandrés), Lion; bottom line from biology

(taken from [Kim et al. 2009]): Foot, Skull, Water Flea.

compared to the other two, it is represented by the highest number

of points at the same tonal percentage.

In Table 1 we show some statistics for all input images used

throughout this paper, such as their size and average tonal values.

In addition, we show their number of points and their respective

radius for three different normalization levels. All input image

widths were scaled down to 512 pixels in order to have a basis

for comparison. The input images can be seen in Figure 4. They

were chosen according to the typical application domains where

stipple illustrations are frequently used (e.g. in textbooks): top row

archeology, bottom row biology.

4 MEASURING ABSTRACTION

Assessing the quality of an image abstraction is a difficult task in

general. The same quality score might be interpreted differently

by different people. In addition, maximum and minimum scores

on a scale may be hard to judge for viewers. Instead, it is much

Table 1: Input image statistics and their respective values

(number of points and radius) with our normalization.

Image Size avg. tonal value
5% 10% 15%

n r n r n r

Acinipo 512×384 0.1903 1871 2.523 3742 1.784 5613 1.457

Church 512×683 0.1605 2807 2.523 5614 1.784 8421 1.457

Foot 512×512 0.0815 1068 2.523 2136 1.784 3204 1.457

Skull 512×512 0.0773 1013 2.523 2026 1.784 3039 1.457

Water Flea 512×512 0.1409 1847 2.523 3694 1.784 5541 1.457

Lion 512×600 0.1474 2264 2.523 4528 1.784 6792 1.457

easier to answer which of two given abstractions they consider

to be a better representation of a source image. We expect that

a higher number of points will always be considered the better

representation, but the question we want to address is how this

relation changes depending on the number of points. The following

subsections describe how we reconstruct abstraction scale values

from many such comparisons.

4.1 Thurstone’s Model

The result of a paired comparison experiment is a count matrix

C that denotes the number of times that each stimulus was pre-

ferred over any other stimulus. For n comparisons of stimulus i
with stimulus j the count matrix will have the entry Ci, j , giving
the number of times i was preferred over j and Cj,i , the number of

times j was preferred over i , withCi, j +Cj,i = n. In order to recon-

struct absolute score values for the abstraction quality, we employ

a variation of Thurstone’s law of comparative judgment [1927],

a classical method for assigning scale values to stimuli on a one-

dimensional continuum from paired comparison data. Thurstonian

scaling has widely been used in a variety of areas, ranging from

psychology [1967] to subjective preference for video enhancement

methods [2010].

According to Thurstone, opinions about a subjective dimension

of several stimuli numbered i = 1, . . . ,m are modelled as Gaussian

random variables Si with mean opinions μi and variances σ 2
i . This



describes the variability in responses to the same stimulus between

individuals, as well as when one individual is subjected to the same

stimulus repeatedly. Additionally, this accounts for the fact that

stimuli of different magnitude can be perceived as equally strong

within the subjective dimension to be tested.

When an individual assesses scores of two stimuli relative to

each other, it can thus be modeled again as a Gaussian Si j = Si −Sj
with mean μi j = μi − μ j and variance σ 2

i j = σ 2
i + σ 2

j (if Si and

Sj are uncorrelated). In accordance with Thurstone’s proposed

simplifications, it is common to assume that all σi = σj =
1√
2
, so

that all σi j = 1. Therefore, the probability of a subject to prefer

stimulus i over stimulus j is:

P(Si > Sj ) = P(Si − Sj > 0) = Φ

(
μi j

σi j

)
, (1)

where Φ(·) is the standard normal cumulative distribution function

(CDF). P(Si > Sj ) can be estimated by the empirical proportion of

people preferring Si over Sj , which can be derived from C as:

P(Si > Sj ) ≈
Ci, j

Ci, j +Cj,i
.

The mean quality difference μi j can then be derived from inverting

Eq. (1), giving:

μ̂i j = Φ−1
(

Ci, j

Ci, j +Cj,i

)
.

Here, Φ−1(·) is the inverse standard normal CDF, or z-score. Maxi-

mum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) can be applied to estimate the

scale value μi , i = 1, . . . ,m. Here, an anchoring of the values is

necessary, such as
∑
μi = 0. Let μ be a vector of scale values for

m stimuli μ = [μ1, μ2, . . . , μm ]. The log-likelihood of μ given the

count matrix C can be described as:

L(μ |C) � log P(C |μ) =
∑
i, j

Ci, j log(Φ(μi − μ j )).

The maximum likelihood solution scale values are obtained by

solving:

arg max
μ

∑
i, j

Ci, j log(Φ(μi − μ j )) subj. to:
∑
i

μi = 0. (2)

For a thorough description of this process and its derivationwe refer

to the technical report of Tsukida and Gupta [2011]. We augmented

Tsukida’s implementation to allow non-binary scales and perform

the maximum likelihood estimation via a nonlinear programming

solver.

4.2 Non-binary scale

In the case of a non-binary scale for judging the quality difference

in a paired comparison, the count matrix C has to be augmented

to account for the different options. In our study we use a 5-point

Likert scale [Likert 1932] indicating strong and weak preference on

either side with an additional neutral option. Let S andW be count

matrices of the number of times that an option was strongly or

weakly preferred, and N be a count matrix of the number of times

the neutral option was chosen. Further, let the boundaries between

adjacent options on the Likert scale be δ = [−δ1,−δ0,δ0,δ1] and

μi j = μi − μ j . The log-likelihood of scale values μ given S ,W and

N then is:

L(μ |S,W ,N ) � log P(S,W ,N |μ)
=
∑
i, j

Si, j log(1 − Φ(μi j − δ1))

+
∑
i, j

Wi, j log(Φ(μi j − δ1) − Φ(μi j − δ0))

+
∑
i, j

Ni, j log(Φ(μi j − δ0) − Φ(μi j + δ0))

+
∑
i, j

Wj,i log(Φ(μi j + δ0) − Φ(μi j + δ1))

+
∑
i, j

Sj,i log(Φ(μi j + δ1)),

Therefore, the computation of the maximum likelihood solution

scale values as given in Eq. (2) is augmented to:

arg max
μ,δ0,δ1

log P(S,W ,N |μ) subj. to
∑
i

μi = 0,δ1 > δ0 > 0. (3)

As far as we are aware, these extensions have not been proposed in

the scientific literature and could be expanded upon and generalized

in the future.

5 USER STUDY

We conducted a user study on the crowdsourcing platform Crowd-

Flower®1 to assess the perceived quality of the stippled abstractions.

It automatically assigns micro-tasks to workers with different mech-

anisms for quality control and quality assurance. The micro-tasks

consisted of showing one of the input images of Figure 4 together

with two of its stippled representations. In the next subsections we

will describe how we designed the user study and how we assured

the quality of the collected data. The evaluation of the responses

will be discussed in the next section.

5.1 Study Design

For each micro-task, crowd workers were shown three images

next to each other. As shown in Figure 1, the input was placed in

the center with two stippled representations to its left and right.

Workers were asked which of the abstractions represent the input

image better. For the rating, they were shown a rating scale which

is depicted at the bottom of Figure 1. On this scale, a choice for a

“much better” preference of one of the two input images is reflected

in the S matrix, while a choice for a “slightly better” preference is

reflected in theW matrix, and the neutral position counts towards

the N count matrix.

In a small pilot study we used pairs of representations with six

tonal percentages τpilot ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30}. We evaluated a set

of all-vs-all comparisons, including symmetric comparisons and

comparisons of representations with the same tonal percentage. The

results of this preliminary study indicated a logarithmic relationship

between τ and the perceived quality of abstraction. Thus, we sam-

pled each input image for the main study accordingly. For the main

study, our dataset consisted of six stimuli with 20 representations

each, where the tonal percentages were sampled logarithmically:

1www.crowdflower.com



Figure 5: The three count matrices depict vote counts for neutral (N), weak (W) and strong (S) preference options (left to right)

on the 5-point Likert scale of all 20 chosen tonal percentages averaged over all 6 stimuli. The red line indicates the regionwhere

at least 20 votes were distributed per pair. For the purpose of this visualization we sorted the pairs so that the abstraction with

a lower tonal percentage is on the left.

τ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 13, 17, 21, 26, 31, 37, 43, 50, 57, 64, 73, 81, 90, 100}.
Since we found no noticeable left-right bias in our analysis of the

pilot results, we removed symmetric micro-tasks (e.g. 5% to 10% and

10% to 5%) to reduce the number of overall comparisons. Nonethe-

less, we randomized the ordering of pairs of stippled representations

to avoid any learning effects. Additionally, we ensured that workers

were presented with a pair of all six input images before any of

them were repeated.

5.2 Quality Assurance and Quality Control

Prior to participation in our experiment, a short introduction into

the technique of stippling was given to the workers, including an

example illustration. In addition, users were briefly instructed on

how they can determine and rate the quality of abstractions. Some

factors were listed that influence the judgment of an abstraction

such as reproduction of details and matching of shading, as well

as the appropriateness of the number or distribution of points.

Furthermore, it was stated that these factors are not an exhaustive

list and that they are merely meant to give an idea of what can be

considered as a factor when assessing the quality of an abstraction.

Additionally, workers had to complete a quiz of ten micro-tasks per

stimulus with at least 70% accuracy before being allowed through

to the work items.

Workers were allowed to take incremental batches of ten micro-

tasks per stimulus. We performed quality control via one hidden

test question per stimulus and batch that was a continuation of the

quiz. The accuracy on these questions had to remain above 70%

throughout the experiment. If users fell below this threshold, all of

their answers were discarded. Since ground truth for our questions

does not exist, we created two types of test questions based on an

appropriate answer distribution principle:

(1) Comparisons of two identical stippled representationswere

added as test items, where weak preference and neutral

options were considered valid answers.

(2) Using the comparisons performed in the pilot study we

obtained an estimate for the answer distribution for the

respective pairs. We considered answers within the 90%

confidence interval of the mean opinion as valid.

Using all of these quality control measures allowed us to detect

and exclude 40 potentially fraudulent workers, while 245 workers

completed their work accurately. Workers answered an average of

317 answers, with an average test question accuracy of 94.7%.

6 EVALUATION

Our dataset consists of 20 abstractions for each of the six input

images with logarithmically spaced integer tonal percentages. We

excluded symmetric questions, but included comparisons of a stim-

ulus to itself. In total, this yielded 1260 comparisons for which

we accumulated 50 user ratings, under the aforementioned quality

control restrictions, resulting in 63000 valid answers.

6.1 Voting Behaviour

Crowd workers had three orders of magnitude (neutral, weak,

strong) to choose from, when deciding on the quality differences

of any given pair. The vote counts for each of these preferential

options (averaged for all stimuli) are displayed in Figure 5. In order

to visualize the voting behavior accurately we sorted the pairs so

that the abstraction with a lower tonal percentage is on the left.

As expected, the neutral option (left image) was chosen pre-

dominantly for those pairs of abstractions that had the same tonal

percentages. For higher tonal percentages of both stimuli the dis-

crimination between qualities of abstractions became a harder task,

as perceptual differences are less noticeable. Accordingly, an in-

crease in votes for the neutral option can be observed between pairs

of high, unequal tonal percentages, as indicated by the increasing

width of the region where at least 20 out of the 50 votes were cast,

outlined in red. This increase in uncertainty can also be observed in

the voting behavior for weak and high preferential options (middle

and right image, respectively), where the breadth of the distribution

of votes increases similarly.
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Table 2: Coefficients an d Goodness-of-fit of the logarithmic 
regression models for all stimuli. 

Stimulus a f3 y R2 RMSE 
Acinipo -2.2197 0.7362 -0.0937 0.9603 0.1943 

2 Church -2.2033 0.7316 -0.0656 0.9560 0.2045 
3 Foot -2.2122 0.7342 -0.0768 0.9597 0.1957 
4 Skull -2.1182 0.7106 0.1588 0.9667 0.1780 
5 Water Flea -2.1581 0.7212 0.0782 0.9700 0.1691 
6 Lion -2.2538 0.7456 -0.1538 0.9689 0.1721 

Mean -2.1942 0.7299 -0.0255 0.9636 0.1856 

6.2 Reconstruction of Abstraction Scor es 
By applying the reconstruction algorithm proposed in Eq. (3) we are 
able to compute absolute mean abstraction scores (MAS). Figure 6 
shows distributions of 100 such reconstructions for all six stimuli 
as boxplots. Due to the logarithmic relationship between tonal 
percentages and MAS that can be observed in this illustration, we 
propose a logarithmic regression model. The closed form formula 
to predict the abstraction score from the tonal percentage is 

MAS(r ) = a+ f3 ·ln(r - y), 

where r is the tonal percentage, and a, {3, and yare content depen
dent coefficients. The fitted curves alongside the mean abstraction 
score of the 100 reconstructions is depicted in Figure 7, the coeffi
cients and goodness-of-fit statistics are denoted in Table 2. 

The resulting modelMAS(r) = - 2.1942+0.7299·ln(r +0.0255) is 
in accordance with Weber-Fechner's Law (WFL) [Fechner 1860] that 
describes the logarithmic relationship between physical stimuli and 
human perception. In 1834, German physiologist Ernst Heinrich 
Weber described that the ratio of the just noticeable threshold of 
change in stimulus intensity to the intensity of the original stimulus 
is a constant. Later, Gustav Fechner formulated what is known today 
as WFL. The differential perception is proportional to the relative 
change of the stimulus: 

di 
d'P = k· 

I 

with I being the intensity of the stimulus, and k is a sense-specific 
constant. Integration of this equation leads to: 

'P = k·ln.!_ 
Io 

Here, P is the perceptual intensity and Io is a constant introduced 
through integration that can be interpreted as a stimulus-specific 
perceptional threshold. The WFL holds for a broad variety of per
ceptual scenarios, one of which has been proven to be human vision. 
We refer to Reichl et al. [2010] for an in-depth discussion of the ap
plication of the WFL in perceptual domains. New is the fact that this 
law seems to also apply to the number of drawing objects (stipples) 
in an abstracted image representation. While already Wertheimer 
[King and Wertheimer 2004) found out that we see assemblies of 
many objects as a whole, so far it was not clear that the WFL holds 
for the perceived quality of abstractions. 



Figure 7: Reconst ruction of abstraction scores based on 
paired comparison data using Thurstonia n scaling. The data 
points are averaged over 100 reconstructions, since th e re
s ult of two are n ot necessarily the same, d ue to ran dom ini
tialization of 8o and 81. Overlaid are logarithmic curves fitted 
to the d ata of all six stimuli, respectively. 

6.3 Accuracy of Prediction 
In order to evaluate the performance and to verify the generality of 
our model, we conducted an additional subjective experiment with a 
different stimulus. It followed the same settings as the main study ( cf. 
Section 5), except that we chose a different set of tonal percentages 
and the participants were different. We chose 21 tonal percentages, 
namely ~eva! E {1, 5, 10, 15, ... , 95, 100}. Let Peval be the z-scored 
MAS scores obtained through MLE. Then, their distribution has to 
be fit to the expected distribution imposed by our model. Therefore, 
we adjust them to have the same population mean and standard 
deviation as MAS( ~eva!)· The result of this fitted evaluation dataset 
is depicted in Figure 8, which shows a good fit of our model to the 
evaluation data The model explains 94.32% of the variability of the 
data, and the RMSE is very low with 0.1844. This indicates that the 
~-MAS relationship complies with the WFL. 

7 CONCLUSION 
We presented a new way of comparing stipple drawings from dif
ferent inputs by introducing the scale and content invariant tonal 
percentage measure. Using this measure, we conducted a study 
that investigates the relation between number of points and ab
straction quality of stipple drawings, showing a logarithmic depen
dency that is independent of the input image. This can be related to 
Weber- Fechner' s Law from psychophysics, which states that the 
relationship between a stimulus and its perception is logarithmic. 
We showed that this is also the case for abstract representations, at 
least for stipple drawings. 

Our results help users to choose an adequate number of dots 
in computer-generated stipple drawings - usually, the number of 
stipple dots is a user-defined parameter and there is a trade-off 
between quality and computation time. The reconstructed scale 
values represent the perceived visual abstraction quality, that is 
positively correlated with the tonal values. Since our model of the 
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Figure 8: Comparison of abstract ion scores of the evaluation 
dataset plotted in red w ith the model in green. 

abstraction quality is steadily increasing, it is not possible to derive 
an optimal value. For interpretation of these values we suggest to 
look at the presented function's gradient and decide weather the 
increment in number of points, and therefore computation time, is 
worth the corresponding change in quality. This has to be decided 
for each application individually. As an example, the quality gain 
by increasing the tonal value from 10% to 20% is more than three 
times as high as that from 40% to 50%. If we would have to break 
down the conclusion to one statement it would be the following: 
In order to achieve a good perceived visual abstraction quality of 
your stippled representation, aim for 20-40% of the inputs tonal 
sum as the number of dots. Less is detrimental to the quality, more 
only increases it slightly, see the low slope of the model function 
after this point. In addition to that, choosing a larger percentage 
also decreases the size of the stipples to a point where single dots 
become indistinguishable, which is usually not done in stippling. 

There are, however, some restrictions to the applicability of our 
model. Until now, we do not include semantics into our model: We 
treat the image with uniform importance and do not vary the stipple 
size. While a test with three portrait inputs showed that our model 
did still work well and had a similar RMSE as in our evaluation, we 
expect this to differ in case of treating certain regions, like the eyes 
or mouth, with more importance, i.e. distributing more stipples 
or varying their size. We expect higher perceived quality values 
for the same number of points in this case. The reasoning behind 
this is the fact that face-processing is performed by other parts 
of the visual cortex than the recognition of artifacts or biological 
objects Uohnson 2005; Kanwisher et al. 1997; Tsao et al. 2006). 

8 FUTURE WORK 
Future works will include variable point sizes for stippling. This 
will allow us to use small points in areas with high variance and 
vice versa, making better use of the overall number of points and 
creating perceptually adapted distributions. In a next step we will 
also consider image semantics: for stippled drawings of faces cer
tain regions (eyes, mouth) will be more important with regards 
to the overall quality than others. Furthermore, we will conduct a 



similar study to the one presented in this paper for other illustration

techniques, like line drawing and stroke-based rendering. There

will be a number of additional challenges, since the output com-

plexity of both techniques will be much more difficult to determine:

For line drawings it is unclear where one line ends and another

begins, and the number of strokes for stroke-based rendering is

only meaningful in the absence of overpainting.
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